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A child is arrested by Israeli soldiers. 8th December 2017. 
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Christian Peacemaker Teams Palestine is a faith-based human rights organization that supports 
Palestinian-led, non-violent, grassroots resistance to the Israeli occupation and the unjust 
structures that uphold it. By working with local Palestinian and Israeli peacemakers and 
educating people in our home communities we strive to help create a space for justice and 
peace. 

This incident report contains data collected over three months in al-Khalil/Hebron from 
October through December 2017. Throughout this reporting period the Israeli Givati brigade 
were stationed in al-Khalil. The information provided is the documentation of some of the 
incidents of a human rights violations committed by the Israeli military and Israeli settlers. 
Incidents were either witnessed by CPT or documented through direct testimonies after the 
incident. This report is broken down into five main sections: Children Under Occupation, Adults 
Under Occupation, Checkpoint Activity, Settler Violence, and Human Rights Observers. 

These violations took place in two different areas of al-Khalil: 

H1: Under the control of the Palestinian Authority and home to approximately 120,000 
Palestinians. 

H2: Under full Israeli military control, due to the proximity of illegal Israeli settlements to 
Palestinian neighborhoods. This is home to approximately 37,000 Palestinians and 850 Israeli 
settlers. These areas were established within the 1997 Hebron Protocol. 

All of the following figures are product of a system of violence and oppression that shapes the 
contours of life in al-Khalil. These data sets are not interpretative or analytical, as each instance 
represents a violation of human rights. Linking spikes and drops in violence and oppression is 
useful in providing general context, but it does not provide a comprehensive analysis of data. It 
is the act of documenting routine human rights abuse and the stories of families’ suffering that 
will ultimately force people to demand change and take action. 

In the composition of these reports, the reader should be aware of CPT’s restrictions and 
limitations in developing and maintaining comprehensive data. Several dynamics are in play: (1) 
CPT has limited staff and resources to document all the human rights infractions. Israeli forces 
are ever present on the street and checkpoints of the H2 region of al-Khalil, and hence 
instances of arrest, detainment, ID checking and other manifestations of force and control 
occur in many places at many times. CPT is not able to witness and document all of these. (2) 
Not all the institutions that compile data use international law as the framework for 
documentation; CPT uses international law as well as knowledge of current conditions to 
develop definitions that can most clearly represent the reality on the ground. (3) Periodically, 
CPT receives notifications from individuals when the Israeli military has detained them, raided 
their home, beat them, or so forth. Though in many instances, cases of violence and oppression 
go undocumented for fear of Israeli reprisals. (4) CPT is also operating in the context of a 
military regime. Often, CPT is forced by Israeli soldiers or Border Police to move away or leave 
an area, further hindering the recording of accurate figures. 

https://peacemaker.un.org/sites/peacemaker.un.org/files/IL%20PS_970117_Protocol%20Concerning%20the%20Redeployment%20in%20Hebron.pdf%C3%82%C2%A0
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CPT rejects the judicial frameworks of the Israeli state, which consistently disregards 
international law. Please note that the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) is a name not used by CPT 
due to the misuse of the word ‘defense.’ CPT refers to them as the Israeli military or occupation 
forces. Israeli laws and definitions are created, manipulated, and changed by the state of Israel 
to maintain a moral façade, to perpetuate claims such as the “only democracy in the Middle 
East,” and as having “the most moral army in the world.” For instance, while Israeli military law 
regards Palestinian ‘children’ as those under the age of 12, CPT defines a ‘child’ as a person 
under the age of 18, in accordance with international legal frameworks. 

In addition to the basic restriction of movement imposed by the Israeli military installations, 
Israeli forces violate the rights of Palestinians on a daily basis. These violations include 
unwarranted bag and body searches, detention, arrest, use of force, and injuries. The data 
substantiates extensive anecdotal testimony from Palestinians of all ages and walks of life, 
which asserts that Palestinians face systematic and structural oppression in everyday life. 

ID checks are instances in which Israeli military force Palestinians to submit their identification 
cards and inspect their records within a twenty-minute time frame. Many Palestinians are 
verbally and physically harassed during these checks. Body searches are incidents in which 
Israeli soldiers arbitrarily force Palestinians to expose their bodies without their consent. This 
often includes lifting up their shirt, turning around in a circle, lifting up their pant legs to expose 
their ankles, and other times it includes being pushed up against a wall as an Israeli soldier or 
Border Police kicks their legs apart and pats down their whole body. Detentions are understood 
as moments in which the Israeli military stops Palestinians and prohibits their movement for 
longer than twenty minutes. Child detainment is when movement is stopped for more than 5 
minutes. Arrest is when a person is seized or taken into custody. Please note that CPT uses the 
term clashes to refer to incidents when soldiers use excessive force against groups of 
Palestinians protesting. CPT acknowledges that clashes are the armed occupier against the 
unarmed occupied. 

 

This systematic and structural oppression is marked by Israel’s consistent violation of at least 
five of the basic rights outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. 
Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment. 
Article 9: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile. 

Article 13: Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders 
of each State. 

Article 17: Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others. 
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of [their] property. 

Please note, from December 6th Israeli forces heightened their security and violence throughout 

al-Khalil after the USA Administration announced the status of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. 
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Palestinians throughout the country held regular demonstrations, with Israeli forces responding 

with mass clashes, detainments and arrests of Palestinians involved. 

 
 

The following information highlights the breaches of these articles and the systematic 
oppression of the Palestinian people. 

 
 
 
 

Pictured here: Palestinians in al-Khalil protest the USA administrations announcement of 

Jerusalem being the capital of Israel. 7th December 2017 
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Children in al-Khalil are affected daily by the occupation with the constant presence of Israeli 

forces. With the fortified checkpoints and settlements situated in Palestinian neighborhoods, 

children are exposed to armed Israeli soldiers and border police, as well as Israeli settlers on a 

daily basis. CPT has witnessed the visible fear in children’s faces when forced to encounter the 

military or settlers. Children are no exception to the restrictions placed on Palestinians and are 

subject to harassment and violence by the occupation forces, as well as the settlers. At 16 years 

old children are given a Palestinian identification card, therefore are subject to ID checks like 

adults. Constant exposure to and experience of human rights violations, in the form of physical  

and psychological abuse leaves many of these children with psychological impacts. 

 

 

Pictured here: A teenage boy is blindfolded, handcuffed with cable-ties and body searched 

before being arrested at the Israeli military base at Bab al-Baledeya. 6th October 2017.  
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The Convention on the Rights of the Child was ratified by the United Nations General Assembly 

in November 1989, and by Israel in 1991. Israeli forces’ treatment of children violates basic 

human rights as well as specific protections in relation to inhumane treatment and torture. The 

following articles are some of the articles Israeli breaches: 

 
Article 1 A child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the 

law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier. 

 
Article 2 Every child is entitled to these rights without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of 

race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, 

property, disability, birth or other status. 

Every child is to be protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of 

the status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child's parents, legal guardians, or 

family members. 

Article 19 Every child shall be protected from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or 

abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse. 
 

Article 37 (a) No child shall be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment; 
 

(b) No child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily. The arrest, detention 

or imprisonment of a child shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used only as a 

measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time; 
 

(c) Every child deprived of liberty shall be treated with humanity and respect for the inherent 

dignity of the human person, and in a manner which takes into account the needs of persons of 

his or her age. In particular, every child deprived of liberty shall have the right to maintain 

contact with his or her family; 
 

(d) Every child deprived of his or her liberty shall have the right to prompt access to legal 

assistance, as well as the right to challenge the legality of the deprivation of his or her liberty. 
 

Violations of Children’s Rights are constant. A significant number of the violations against 

children occur at checkpoints, during their travel to and from school. Please note, that these 

incidents will not be documented in this report as they are recorded in the separate School 

reports published twice a year by CPT. 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CRC.aspx
http://cptpalestine.com/advocacy/reports/
http://cptpalestine.com/advocacy/reports/
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Children are regularly stopped, questioned, and 

detained from anywhere between a few 

minutes to several hours. Israeli forces justify 

many of their actions by claiming it is for the 

sake of security, though this arbitrary 

detainment remains a method of intimidation 

and control; an attempt at inciting fear through 

abuse and control. When reasons are given for 

detainment of children, the most common 

accusations by the Israeli forces is stone 

throwing. Although these claims are often 

without evidence, children are consistently 

criminalized under this claim.  

 

 

CPT has witnessed and taken 

testimonies of incidents of physical and 

psychological violence against children during 

their detainments and arrests. This includes 

children being handcuffed, blindfolded, 

physically harmed and forced to squat on the 

ground for hours. During interrogations children 

have experienced Israeli forces shouting at 

them, placing them in dark rooms, threats 

against their physical safety and threats towards 

their family members. When arrested they are 

subject to the discriminatory and violent 

processes of the Israeli military court system. 

According to Military Court Watch, by the end of 

November 2017, there were 313 Palestinian 

children held as “security prisoners” in Israeli 

prisons. CPT witnessed 34 child detainments 

and arrests throughout this reporting period. 

 

 

Statistics Military Court Watch 

o After a child is held in Israeli for 
more than 12 months, they no longer 
have a military liaison officer appointed 
to them. 
o 61% of the children reported that 
they were threatened by soldiers and 
policemen. 
o 93% reported that their hands 
were cuffed during arrest. 

o 70% said that they were blindfolded. 
o The large majority reported that 
they were made to sign documents 
written only in Hebrew – branded by 
most human rights organizations as 
illegal. 
 

For additional information visit Defence 

of Children International - Palestine 

(DCI’s) website. 
 

Pictured here: Three boys are taken from checkpoint 
56 to Avraham Avinu settlement and interrogated. 
13th October 2017.  

http://www.militarycourtwatch.org/
http://www.dci-palestine.org/
http://www.dci-palestine.org/
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Clashes between Israeli occupying forces 
and the Palestinian community erupted several times throughout the reporting period. During 
these clashes, Israeli forces advanced into H1 using tear gas, sound grenades, rubber bullets, and 
live ammunition. 

In this period, it appears that the Israeli military frequently used these incidents to arrest large 
groups of boys at once, drawing the boys close to their armored jeeps and then violently taking 
several at a time, often injuring the boys in the process. Children suffer further violence in these 
circumstances such as inhalation of tear gas and injuries from rubber bullets and live 
ammunition. 

Almost all the arrests in this reporting period took place during a clash. The following are only a 

fraction of incidents involving child detainment and arrest in al-Khalil. These incidents highlight 

both the systematic nature of such arrests as well as the violence that is committed against 

children during their seizure and interrogation. 

On October 13th 16 boys were arrested during a clash near Checkpoint 56. They were taken 

into the checkpoint where they were all blindfolded and cable-tied. They were kept inside a 

small caged area of the checkpoint, with soldiers surrounding them both inside the cage and 

outside. Soldiers kicked the boys as the boys were sitting on the ground. All the boys were then 

moved from the checkpoint to the Avraham Avinu settlement, where they were interrogated. 

Ofer, a Settler, was allowed around the boys, and he hit one of the boys. The children were 

interrogated and beaten. At 10pm, after five hours, all the boys were released. The children 

were aged from 9 to 17 years old. For more information and video footage of this incident see 

 CPT’s video, and hear the testimony of 12-year-old Abdullah Dwaik, one of the boys arrested. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpPZKaSw5Ag
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Pictured here: 16 Palestinian children are held inside the small cage at checkpoint 56 with 

two dozen soldiers milling around. 13th October 2017. 

 

On November 11th thousands of settlers and tourists came to al-Khalil to celebrate the Jewish 

holiday of Chayei Sarah. A Palestinian road was closed off to any foot and vehicle traffic so 

Israeli settlers and tourists could walk to a tomb located a kilometer away. The road was 

completely closed from 10:30am till 5pm. At approximately 2pm settlers tried to remove the 

Palestinian flags that were on shop fronts. A 16-year-old Palestinian boy shouted at the settlers, 

to stop them. A soldier pushed the boy, hitting him on the head with the barrel of his rifle. His 

head was bleeding. Other soldiers tried to stop the soldier from beating him, but this soldier 

continued to attack the 16-year-old. The boy felt dizzy and collapsed on the ground. A 

Palestinian ambulance arrived and took the child to hospital. 
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On November 14th at 8.30pm a 17-year-old and 18-year-old were stopped at Checkpoint 56 

and accused of throwing stones. They were detained for 15 minutes. The soldiers released the 

boy. Not long after the soldiers came to their house, where the two boys were sitting outside. 

The soldiers forced the boys to stand up, pushed them against the wall, kicked their feet apart, 

and body searched them. When locals began to document and record the incident, the soldiers 

became violent towards those documenting, blocking their cameras, pushing them up against 

the wall, and body searching them as well. The soldiers remained for an hour and a half before 

finally leaving. 

On December 7th Israeli soldiers came out of checkpoint 56 at 11:30am and fired tear gas, 
sound grenades, and rubber bullets at a crowd of Palestinians. CPT documented Israeli forces 
arresting nine children throughout the afternoon, violently beating many of them as they were 
dragged into checkpoint 56. One 12-year-old boy was held for several hours, blindfolded and 
handcuffed, inside the checkpoint. Another boy, 14-yerars-old was detained at 1:15pm. 
Witnesses told CPT that the boy was beaten, hand tied, blindfolded, and very afraid as he was 
shoved into the military truck and taken with the others for interrogation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Pictured here: Palestinian 

children look on as 

soldiers take over their 

streets. Not long after 

these soldiers shot sound 

grenades in the street. 

11th November 2017. 
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On December 8th at 5pm 15 soldiers raided a house at Bab iZaweyeh and pushed open the  
door. A male, 17-years-old, shared his testimony with CPT. As soon as the soldiers came into 
the house they pointed to him and shouted, “He is the one”. He was forcibly arrested despite 
his pleas that he had not done anything. As they pushed him down the stairs they beat him 
from behind, all the time shouting and cursing him. They took him to checkpoint 56 and 
continued to beat him. He was hit with the barrel of gun repeatedly on his head. His head 
started bleeding but they took pleasure in this, and continued. 

 
Soldiers who had finished their duty also joined in this brutal beating using their 
hands legs and guns. They forced him down on the ground, hand tied him while 
one of the soldiers put his leg on his back. His mother went to checkpoint 56 and 
kept on asking for her child. He was released after three hours. His mother prays 

to God for things to get better as ‘we cannot do anything else but pray.’ 
 

On December 14
th 18 Israeli soldiers invaded Qitoun neighborhood as children were leaving the 

schools in that area. Some boys gathered at a yellow gate, half a kilometer away. Between 
12:35 and 12:45pm, soldiers threw four sound grenades and two tear gas canisters at the 
children. After 20 minutes the soldiers left. 

 

Pictured here: 17-year old male arrested. 8th December 2017. 
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Pictured here: Soldiers line the street armed with tear gas, sound grenades and bullets. 29th December 2017. 
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During the months of October-December 2017, CPT 

documented adults arbitrarily ID checked, body searched, 

physically harmed, detained, and arrested. The following are 

instances that CPT directly witnessed, though we are aware 

that it represents only a fraction of the incidences that occur. 

On November 7th six soldiers were on patrol in the old city 

from 8:30pm until 10pm. It appeared to be a training for new 

soldiers. Throughout this hour and a half, the soldiers 

restricted the movement of Palestinians, including two cars 

which were made to turn around. Soldiers ID checked eight 

males and intrusively body searched the eight of them up 

against a wall. The soldiers occupied a rooftop for 

approximately 15 minutes. A family of four, including two 

young children, were made to wait for 5 minutes while the 

soldiers were ID checking another young adult male. 

On November 11th soldiers were throwing sound bombs into 

the busy marketplace and streets of Bab iZaweyeh when a 

man with a disability jumped at one of the soldiers. Eight soldiers immediately jumped on top 

of this man, beating him with their guns, kicking him and punching him for three minutes. The 

soldiers then blindfolded and handcuffed the Palestinian man, violently dragging him from the 

street and into checkpoint 56. The man was unable to stand as the soldiers continued to beat 

him. The man’s face was cut and he was bleeding. He was held for several hours and later 

released. Paramedics were waiting outside the checkpoint for him, and immediately rushed him 

to hospital. 

On November 21st two men were detained inside the military base at Bab al-Baledeya. They 

were questioned regarding an incident that occurred four years ago, when one of the men was 

attacked by five soldiers. On this night, they were released after one hour and returned home, 

but later that night soldiers came to the house and took them back to Bab al-Baledeya, where 

they were held for another hour. 

On November 28th a soldier stationed in the watch tower, at the military base, ordered a young 

man to stop. The soldier pointed his gun directly at the Palestinian man. The soldier gave no 

reason for stopping the man but, still forced him to wait outside the military base for ten 

minutes. 

Statistics 

Please note these statistics are 

lower than the actual amount of 

checks which have taken place 

over the reporting period. Due 

to difficulties seeing inside 

checkpoints and being unable to 

monitor every patrol these 

numbers show a proportion of 

the checks which have taken 

place. 

Male ID checks: 209 

Male body searches: 151 

Male bag checks: 20 

Female ID checks: 53 

Female bag checks: 33 
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Pictured here: A Palestinian man is released from checkpoint 56 after being beaten by eight 

soldiers and held in the checkpoint for hours. 7th November 2017. 
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On December 1st within a period of an hour, 23 adult 

males and one female were ID checked on their way to 

the mosque. 11 adult males were body searched and 

dozens of women had their bags searched. One adult 

was denied entry into the mosque. This is an example of 

the weekly difficulties Palestinians face going to prayers 

on a Friday. 

On December 10th Israeli soldiers accused a Palestinian 

woman of throwing stones. Seven soldiers stormed an 

apartment building and would not let anyone enter or leave the building. Soldiers eventually 

allowed people access to the building. However, once outside the soldiers attempted to arrest 

this woman. An elderly Palestinian man managed to prevent the arrest. 

On December 29th, during a clash Givati soldiers rushed out of checkpoint 56 and arrested at 

least three Palestinian men. 
 

Pictured here: A Palestinian man is arrested from Bab iZaweyeh area. 15th December 2017. 

Additional Resources 
 B’Tselem has championed human 
rights in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip for over two decades, 
promoting a future where all 
Israelis and Palestinians will live in 
freedom and dignity. 

https://www.btselem.org/
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Pictured here: Soldiers invade H1, walking through the busy vegetable market. 9th December 2017. 
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Tear gas, sound grenades, rubber bullets and live ammunition were commonly used by Israeli 
forces during this reporting period, presenting a continuous threat to the health and safety of 
Palestinians living in both H1 and H2 of al-Khalil. Between October and December 2017, CPT 
recorded fifteen incidents where such force was used by the Israeli military against Palestinian 
civilians. A majority of these incidents occurred in H1 during clashes following nonviolent 
demonstrations. After the USA administration announced that al-Quds (Jerusalem) was the 
capital of Israel, there was an increase in protests held, resulting in an increase in clashes. 

Each time weapons are used, Israeli soldiers fire indiscriminately, without concern for the age 
or gender of those present or the numbers of people walking by. On occasions the deployment 
of force is used after children and youth throw stones at the fortified checkpoint 56. However, 
during this reporting period, the majority of clashes have occurred after groups of soldiers 
patrolled deeply into H1 to prevent Palestinians’ democratic right to protest. 

CPT documented a total of 476 
sound grenades, 110 tear gas 
canisters, 106 rubber bullets and 
35 live ammunition bullets shot 
across 17 separate incidents. 

Below is a breakdown of the main 
incidents recorded by month and 
in order of occurrence. On some 
days the extremely high number 
of sound grenades and rubber 
bullets fired made it impossible for 
CPT to count them all. Regardless 
of the amounts used, Palestinian 
lives are always put at risk. 

October 6: CPT arrived at an 
organized protest in the nearby village of Qalqas. For half an hour Israeli Military and Border 
Police denied Press, Palestinians and CPT access to join the protest by blocking the road. Once 
everyone was allowed to join the protest, a barricade was formed by the soldiers and Border 
Police. All people attending were filmed by the Border Police on their mobile phones and on 
video cameras. As the protest began to finish, the soldiers and Border Police began firing sound 
grenades at the youth on top of a hill. They then began to fire tear gas canisters and sound 
grenades directly at Palestinians, Press and CPT. 14 tear gas canisters and 14 sound grenades 
were fired during this time. 

Later that day, back in al-Khalil, Israeli forces started firing weapons at youth in Bab iZaweyeh at 
2:30pm. These clashes reached further up the city, into two other busy shopping districts, al- 
Manara and Ibn Rushd. 20 soldiers were spread throughout the areas, shooting tear gas, sound 

Live ammunition 
476 

Rounds of Rubber 
bullets 

Stun grenades 

Tear gas 
106 

110 
35 

 WEAPONS USED 
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grenades, live ammunition and rubber bullets to “disperse” the Palestinians. Three boys 
between fifteen and seventeen years were arrested. Clashes continued for three and a half 
hours. Two tear gas canisters, five sound grenades, one round of live ammunition, and an 
unknown number of rubber bullets were fired. 

October 20: Between 3pm and 3:15pm the streets between Ibn Rushd and al-Manara were 
closed off by fifty soldiers and three military jeeps. Soldiers began throwing sound grenades 
and tear gas canisters into the abandoned streets. At 3:15pm the soldiers drove away in their 
jeeps and advanced further into H1. The soldiers drove by and directly threw a sound grenade 
at people sitting in the open seating area at Ibn Rushd. CPT reported a total of four tear gas 
canisters and three sound grenades fired this afternoon. 

21 October: The street which connects Qarantina roundabout to Shuhada street (a few 

kilometers away), was closed off for three and a half hours. No cars were allowed to go 

through. People were being stopped and questioned before being told which way they could or 

couldn't go. There were five Israeli military jeeps, four trucks and a white police car. More than 

60 soldiers were stationed along this road. The soldiers declared it a closed military zone. 

However, they didn't produce any papers or documentation. 

November 9: At 8am approximately 120 soldiers and a few border police invaded the Salaymeh 
and Qitoun neighbourhood. Soldiers closed the area and entered the neighbourhood, closing 
off multiple streets and shops in this neighbourhood. As students were on their way to school 
and university, and adults on their way to work. All foot traffic and cars were turned around 
and not allowed through the neighbourhoods. 

Soldiers shot sound grenades and tear gas canisters indiscriminately at crowds of people who 
were trying to go about their day. They shot sound grenades and tear gas from rooftops, down 
onto the streets. A total of seven tear gas canisters and 24 sound grenades were fired. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pictured here: Soldiers 

occupy a rooftop 

where they shot tear 

gas and sound 

grenades from. 9 

November 2017. 
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Three teachers and 20 boys were held up near Qitoun checkpoint- after half an hour of the 
teachers negotiating with the soldiers, all students and teachers were escorted through the 
checkpoint to school. These students and teachers were over thirty minutes late to school. 

November 11: The settler 
incursion intruded into H1 areas 
past checkpoint 56 and 
impacted the community from 
11am to 8pm (due to the Jewish 
holiday of Chayei Sarah). 
Palestinians were restricted of 
movement within H1, and 
human rights monitors were 
forced to move from the area at 
12.30pm. Two Palestinians were 
refused entry to their intended 
destinations, three shops were 
made to close at 11.30am, and 
four more shops were made to 
close at 1pm. CPT witnessed 
one male body searched. Soldiers photographed children throughout the tour, physically 
charging towards the boys on three different occasions. The soldiers threatened the boys and 
human rights monitors with arrest. 

At 3pm, following a settler tour into H1, approximately 25 Givati soldiers advanced further into 
H1, throwing 10 sound grenades and threatening to shoot live ammunition. The soldiers 
surrounded the roundabout at the top of the busy vegetable market. It was the middle of a 
busy Saturday afternoon. Soldiers took turns throwing sound grenades into the vehicle traffic. 

December 7: Israeli soldiers came out of checkpoint 56 at 11:30am, to Bab iZaweyeh, firing tear 
gas, sound grenades, and rubber bullets. Clashes erupted in this area, and Israeli forces arrested 
at least nine people throughout the afternoon. During this time, demonstrations occurred at 
Ibn Rushd in opposition to the US's announcement the day before that Jerusalem is the capital 
of Israel. This was the second in three days of rage called after the announcement was made. 
Soldiers advanced to al-Manara and up to Ibn Rushd, as well as to Ibn Rushd on the top road 
toward Ein Sara, firing sound grenades, tear gas, rubber bullets, and live ammunition. They 
eventually retreated, but later drove three armored jeeps straight through al-Manara circle and 
arrested at least five people from the street, between the ages of 17 and 20. Witnesses told 
CPT that one of the 14-year-old boys taken, was beaten, his hands were tied together and he 
was blindfolded. He was shoved into the military truck and taken with the others for 
interrogation. 22 Tear Gas canisters, 3 Rounds of Rubber Bullets and 3 Live Ammunition, 72 
Sound Grenades Fired. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pictured here: Palestinians are made to wait due to the 

soldiers closing the streets for 2 hours including 20 children 

and three teachers. 9 November 2017. 
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December 8: Israeli soldiers 
invaded the H1 area, as is a 
common routine, and 
spread across Ibn Rushd 
and al-Manara. Within only 
a half an hour period CPT 
recorded 19 tear gas 
canisters, 19 rubber bullets, 
32 live ammunition and 77 
sound grenades fired. Later 
in the evening, four people 
were arrested from Bab 
iZaweyeh, beaten as they 
were taken into checkpoint 
56. Upon release, at least 
one person required 
hospitalization. 

 

December 13: At 12:15pm Israeli Givati soldiers in three military jeeps invaded al-Manara area 
(H1). Israeli forces shot rubber bullets in every direction to further disperse the people who 
were shopping. 

The soldiers forcibly closed shops in the area. A Shawarma shop in al-Manara refused to close. 
The soldiers forcibly tried to pull the door closed and yelled at the workers. The owners 
refused, and eventually the soldiers went away. The shop remained open for the rest of the 
day. 

Soldiers advanced into the Ibn Rushd area as well, firing tear gas and rubber bullets throughout 
the afternoon. A total of at least 68 rubber bullets, eight tear gas canisters and 33 sound 
grenades. At least three arrests were made. 

December 22: At 12:23pm Israeli soldiers occupied a rooftop of a Palestinian building above 
shops outside of checkpoint 56, throwing at least fifty sound bombs, one tear gas canister, and 
one rubber bullet within a two-and-a-half-hour period. The excessive force was continually 
aimed at a demonstration that occurred early in the afternoon, the press, and a small group of 
boys throwing stones at the checkpoint. 

December 29: From 12:30pm Israeli soldiers were out in Bab iZaweyeh causing clashes in the 
area. Closing roads and severely restricting the movement of Palestinians. At 1:10pm Israeli 
soldiers rushed out of checkpoint 56 and arrested three people. At one point a soldier threw a 
sound grenade directly at a Palestinian who was seated on the ground. Three rubber bullets 
and 90 sound grenades were fired this afternoon. 

11 
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A solider glances at an elderly Palestinian covering his mouth from the smell of the tear gas, as he tries to 

travel through the soldiers. 13 December 2017. 
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Al-Khalil is the only city in the West Bank that contains illegal Israeli settlements adjacent to and 
within Palestinian neighborhoods. According to international law, Israeli settlements are in 
direct violation of Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which states that it is illegal for 
an occupying power to “deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population into the territory 
it occupies.” Israeli settlements also breach Article 55 of The Hague Regulations, which state 
that the occupying power should safeguard occupied properties and maintain the status quo. 

There are six Israeli settlements in the H2 area (Old City), al-Khalil: 
1. Kiryat Arba: Situated on the outskirts of al-Khalil, this illegal settlement was founded in 1968 
and has 7,200 Israeli settlers residing there. 
2. Beit Hadassah: Located in H2 and established as a settlement in 1979. There are 
approximately 20 families living within this complex. 
3. Beit Romano: Located in H2, this became a settlement in 1983 and contains a Yeshiva school. 
The Yeshiva school was built on-top of a Palestinian boys’ school, causing the closure of the 
Palestinian school. The Yeshiva and Beit Romano are situated within an Israeli military base, 
which was the central Palestinian bus station before the early 2000s. There are approximately 
200 settlers living within this settlement. 
4. Tel Rumeida: Located in H2 on an archaeological site and within a Palestinian 
neighbourhood, Tel Rumeida overlooks the Old City. It was established in 1984 and has a 
population of approximately 200 settlers. Tel Rumeida is a closed military zone; all Palestinians 
residing in this neighbourhood are forced to go through Israeli military checkpoints when 
entering and leaving their homes. 
5. Avraham Avinu: Located in H2, this settlement was established in the early 1980’s and has a 
population of approximately 200 settlers. 
6. Beit HaShalom/Beit Al-Rajabi: Located between Kiryat Arba and the Old City; settlers moved 
into this Palestinian building in 2014. It is unknown how many settlers reside in this building. 

In addition to these six settlements, another Palestinian building has occupied by Israeli 
settlers: 
7. Abu Rajab House: this house was stolen in August 2017 after settlers entered and moved into 
the building. As of September 2017 15 settler families were living in this building, it is unknown 
of how many still reside there. Please see our previous incident report covering the occupation 
of this house in more detail here. 

The close proximity of illegal Israeli settlements to Palestinian neighborhoods means settler 
attacks are common. Settlers commit verbal, physical and violent attacks toward Palestinians. 
Settlements in al-Khalil are home to radical fundamentalists who promote anti-Palestinian 
ideologies – this contributes the most to the high level of violence in the city. 

CPT has only recorded three incidents of settler violence over this reporting period. However, 
the number of settler incidents during this reporting period is not a true reflection of the 
amount of incidents occurring in H2. With CPTs limited staff on the ground, we have not been 
able to accurately document the number of incidents which occur. 

http://cptpalestine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/CPT-Incident-Report-April-Septemeber-2017-2.pdf


 

 

Pictured here: A child looks on as border police and soldiers close off this main street, preventing 
access to any Palestinians. 11th November 2017. 
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As you walk through the Old City market, and look above, wire meshing can be seen covering 
the entire marketplace. Settlers living in the Avraham Avinu settlement throw rubbish, 
including liquids, debris and excrement, from the settlement, onto the Palestinian market 
place. This is a constant issue for those working in the market and living in this area. 

Each Saturday afternoon, since the early 2000’s, settlers have invaded the Old City with the 
protection of the Israeli border police and military. For one hour, these settlers are led through 
the Old City by an Israeli guide. Every Saturday Palestinians are restricted in their movement 
throughout the city, as the soldiers occupy rooftops, block alleyways and streets in order to 
allow the Israeli settlers wander freely. 

Below are the three incidents documented by CPT in this reporting period. 

On the 11th November, during the Jewish holiday of Chayei Sarah one of the main streets in the 
H2 area was closed off to Palestinians between the hours of 11am and 8pm, to allow a 
celebratory tour for visiting Israeli settlers and tourists. The road was closed from checkpoint 56 
up to the bus station (approximately 1 kilometer away). According to Israeli sources, an 
estimated 35,000 Israeli settlers and tourists came to al-Khalil for this celebration. 

On this day settlers threw stones from the Beit Hadassah settlement, onto the market place 
and Palestinian homes below. Settlers gathered at the gate separating the military barracks 
from the Palestinian market. Dozens of seemingly intoxicated Israelis’ stood at this gate, 
chanting and yelling abuse at the Palestinians walking by. 

On the 12th November two settlers followed four male students as they were trying to walk to 
school. One of the settlers hit the boys and threw a stone at them. Israeli police arrived at the 
incident and the school boys explained what happened. The settler denied it all despite the 
incident being recorded on CCTV. CPT interview the child and saw the video footage of the 
incident. 

 

On the 24th November during Shabbat prayers armed settlers illegally gathered on Palestinian 
owned land in Wadi al-Hussein, near Kiryat Arba settlement. 



 

 

 
  

Pictured here: Armed Israeli settlers gather on Palestinian land. 24th November 2017.  
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Human rights observers are also targeted by the Israeli military and settlers. This section will 
explore common difficulties that CPTers and other human rights monitors face when trying to 
monitor and document violations committed. Regular difficulties faced are access through 
checkpoints, access to incidents, and difficulties in properly documenting incidents due to 
military interference and threats to personal safety. 

 

CPT’s movement in the entire Old City of al-Khalil is restricted on a daily basis. This is due to the 
difficulty passing through checkpoints, being ID checked, soldiers or border police physically 
pushing CPTers away from an incident, threats of arrest or confiscation of photographic 
evidence. Often, CPTers have to show their passports and tell the border police where they are 
going multiple times a day. CPTers and other monitors are routinely told to stop taking 
photographs at checkpoints or during incidents. 

 

Israeli soldiers and border police have harassed CPTers and monitors from other organizations 
on several occasions in this reporting period. Some of this harassment has included being 
photographed, verbally abused, and intimidated. During clashes, there have been occasions 
when soldiers have targeted CPTers, throwing sound grenades and shooting tear gas directly at 
them. Recorded below are some of the main incidents that occurred: 

 
ACCESS RESTRICTIONS 
Access through checkpoints is a daily struggle for CPTers and human rights monitors. ID checks 
happen almost daily at various checkpoints. When CPTers are documenting incidents, it’s a 
regular occurrence for them to be moved away from the incident or told to not take photos. 
The ability to get to emergencies in a timely manner is not always possible. 

 

HARASSMENT 
20 October: CPT was monitoring a patrol of six Israeli soldiers in the old city and around Bab 
iZaweyeh. One of the soldiers demanded that the CPTers moved away from the area. CPTers 
did not move their position, so the soldier stared at one CPTer, and then spat on him. The 
soldier called the CPTer a "piece of shit." Then the soldier said, "I hate you more than the 

Arabs.” 
 

11 November: Israeli Police took ID's of two CPTers during documentation near the Kiryat Arba 
settlement. One CPTer was violently pushed from the area and threatened with arrest as the 
soldiers verbally harassed him. 

 

15 December: Two CPTers were monitoring Friday prayers at al-Ibrahami Mosque. Two Israeli 
border police came over and demanded to see the CPTers ID’s. The Israeli border police 
discussed CPT for 10 minutes, after which the CPTers were told they could not take photos but 
would be allowed to stay in the area. Israeli border police then taunted the two monitors for 30 
minutes as they were monitoring the checkpoint. 
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Pictured here: A Givati soldier photographs CPTers as they try to monitor after the military 
declared this street a “closed military zone.” 20th October 2017.  



 

 
 
 
 

USE OF FORCE 
Throughout this reporting period CPTers and other human rights monitors were deliberately 
targeted by Israeli soldiers and borer police in varying ways. On numerous occasions Israeli 
soldiers deliberately fired sound grenades and tear gas at human rights monitors. 

 

October 6: Israeli soldiers and border police targeted their tear gas towards four CPTers who 
were documenting the use of force used by Israeli soldiers at a nonviolent protest in Qalqas. 
This resulted in the CPTers inhaling excessive amounts of tear gas. 

 

November 2: Two CPTers were documenting the detainment of a Palestinian boy at Salaymeh 
checkpoint when one Israeli border police and an Israeli solider took the passports of the 
CPTers and walked away. The border police and soldier took the CPTers ID’s with them as they 
walked to the other side of the checkpoint. After 5 minutes the border police and soldier came 
back and gave the passports back. The CPTers were forced to move away from the checkpoint, 
saying they did not have permission to be there. When the CPTers asked to wait until the boy 
was released they were told they could not stay and were physically forced down the hill. 

 

December 9: Four CPTers were monitoring clashes in Bab iZaweyeh as Israeli soldiers invaded 
H1. One CPT'er was approached by a commander, and physically pushed for about 30 yards, as 
the CPTer continuously told the soldier that he was moving and did not need to be touched. 

 

December 15: While monitoring the Israeli military's invasion into H1, the Israeli military rushed 
out from checkpoint 56 into Bab iZaweyeh. The soldiers rushed passed, throwing four sound 
bombs directly at the CPTers. 

 

DETAINMENT 
November 2: A local Palestinian human rights observer was ID checked and detained at 

Salaymeh checkpoint. He was detained outside the checkpoint for over an hour and then taken 

away in a military jeep to a police station. He was released a few hours later. 

December 1: Two CPTers and two visitors were detained near Kiryat Arba settlement after an 
Israeli settler demanded that the soldiers see their passports. The soldiers told the group they 
had to wait for the Israeli police and could not move. Throughout the entire time this settler 
filmed the four people close to their faces. The police took their passports, photographed them, 
and allowed the settler to also photograph their passports. The CPTers were then given back 
their passports and allowed to leave after 25 minutes. 
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